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ABSTRACT Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) is a modern era of dynamic information distribution
among societies. VANET provides an extensive diversity of applications in various domains, such as Intel-
ligent Transport System (ITS) and other road safety applications. VANET supports direct communications
between vehicles and infrastructure. These direct communications cause bandwidth problems, high power
consumption, and other similar issues. To overcome these challenges, clusteringmethods have been proposed
to limit the communication of vehicles with the infrastructure. In clustering, vehicles are grouped together
to formulate a cluster based on certain rules. Every cluster consists of a limited number of vehicles/nodes
and a cluster head (CH). However, the significant challenge for clustering is to preserve the stability of
clusters. Furthermore, a secure mechanism is required to recognize malicious and compromised nodes to
overcome the risk of invalid information sharing. In the proposed approach, we address these challenges
using components of trust. A trust-based clustering mechanism allows clusters to determine a trustworthy
CH. The novel features incorporated in the proposed algorithm includes trust-based CH selection that
comprises of knowledge, reputation, and experience of a node. Also, a backup head is determined by
analyzing the trust of every node in a cluster. The major significance of using trust in clustering is the
identification of malicious and compromised nodes. The recognition of these nodes helps to eliminate the
risk of invalid information. We have also evaluated the proposed mechanism with the existing approaches
and the results illustrate that the mechanism is able to provide security and improve the stability by increasing
the lifetime of CHs and by decreasing the computation overhead of the CH re-selection. The StabTrust also
successfully identifies malicious and compromised vehicles and provides robust security against several
potential attacks.

INDEX TERMS Intelligent transport system, security, vehicular ad-hoc networks, trust-based clustering,
VANET attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION
Since decades, humans lost their lives on roads in acci-
dents [1]. The accident occurs when a driver is unable to iden-
tify the surrounding incidents. Moreover, traffic is increasing
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day-by-day and people get stuck in traffic jam and waste
their valuable time. To address these challenges, an Intel-
ligent Transport System (ITS) [2] has been proposed that
collects the information of a particular vehicle. The collected
information is further used to recognize problems on roads.
The ITS is an effective system to overcome financial and
social challenges of vehicles [3]. Also, it helps to control
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FIGURE 1. VANET Architecture: V2V and V2I Communications (adapted from [10]).

accidents by using pre-collected information regarding road
conditions.

Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) [4] is an expansion
of Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) [5]. VANET sup-
ports many applications and ITS is one of them proposed
to increase safety on roads. VANET consists of vehicles,
Road Side Units (RSUs), and Base Stations (BS) [6]. VANET
nodes have the ability to directly interact with other vehicles
and infrastructure. The inter-roadside [7], inter-vehicle [8],
vehicle-to-roadside communications [9], and VANET archi-
tecture are illustrated in Figure 1.

The structure of clustering consists of nodes that are
divided into clusters based on their similarities [11],
traffic flow [12], and other absolute rules. The composition
of clusters includes cluster heads (CH), cluster gateways, and
members of clusters. These approaches are further divided
into several classes that include predictive clustering [13],
back-bone clustering [14], MAC-based clustering [15], tra-
ditional clustering [16], Hybrid clustering [17]–[19], and
secure clustering [20], [21]. The predictive clustering uti-
lizes geographic positions and behaviors of a node to deter-
mine the formation of a cluster. In the backbone clustering,
a formation of clusters is based on communications. The
backbone communicates during the determination of a CH.
There are many approaches proposed based on Medium
Access Control (MAC) [15], [22], [23]. These MAC-based
approaches use IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol [24] for the for-
mulation of clusters [21]. A traditional clustering algorithm

is sub-divided into active-based [25] and passive-based
clustering [26], [27]. In active-based, a clustering mech-
anism continuously updates the routing record of a clus-
ter. In passive-based [28], the formation of the cluster is
performed passively. A Hybrid-based clustering approach
is usually a combination of more than one mechanism.
VANET supports secure clustering applications to improve
safety and efficiency of a transportation network [29]. The
secure authentication-based clustering (S-ABC) has been
proposed, which authenticates a node to formulate a clus-
ter and encrypt communications using an algorithm. The
S-ABC approaches require a secure scheme to maintain the
authentication and integrity of messages.

Despite the potential advantages, there are still numer-
ous existing challenges for clustering [30]. These challenges
include effective mechanisms for communications with least
overhead that provide scalability and overcome the loss
of end-to-end packet transmission [31]. Also, an efficient
caching mechanism is required that can be implemented
widely to cache data in the wireless networks to periodi-
cally access cached content [32]–[34]. For the Internet of
Things (IoT) enabled vehicle [35], [36], a cluster based
caching mechanism is required that addresses the mobility
challenges of VANET nodes [37]–[41].Multi-level clustering
approaches [42], [43] have not been completely exploited
yet [44]. However, an approach based on multi-level is also
a challenge that uses various attributes to form a cluster.
The utilization of symmetric and asymmetric key control is
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also a well-known challenge [18]. Besides, the efficiency and
scalability along with node credibility maintenance is also a
prominent challenge [45].

In this paper, a StabTrust clustering algorithm is pro-
posed for VANETs. The trust-based clustering is a centralized
approach that allows RSUs to choose a trustworthy CH for
secure and authentic clustering. It provides the capability to
identify malicious and compromised nodes. The proposed
approach is a centralized approach in which an RSU main-
tains and calculates the degree of trust. If a vehicle is com-
promised and malicious, then the RSU will recognize it by
computing the trust value. In case the vehicle is malicious and
compromised, then the RSU will block it by further commu-
nicating with other vehicles and/or also frommaking requests
to join neighboring clusters. Further, the RSU transmits the
credentials and the degree of trust of a particular vehicle to
the neighboring RSUs to maintain the robustness of the Stab-
Trust. The identification of these nodes will reduce the uncer-
tainty caused by false and invalid information. The novelty
of StabTrust includes: i) A stable trust-based clustering that
is accomplished by knowledge, reputation, and experience;
ii) an agile identification of malicious and compromised
nodes with the help of trust parameters; iii) a stable mainte-
nance of clusters by electing a backup head based on the eval-
uation of a degree of trust. Furthermore, StabTrust introduces
the trust propagation and aggregation mechanism that allows
RSUs to share their degree of trust about a particular vehicle
in addition to provide the ability to aggregate the previous
trust values with the updated degree of trust. This approach
utilizes several distinct trust components, i.e., knowledge,
reputation, and experience that make the StabTrust robust and
provide the capability to maintain resilience towards several
potential attacks. Moreover, in the experience component of
trust, the utilization of end-to-end packet delivery makes the
StabTrust a step towards the green VANET because it helps
the network to reduce the energy consumption. The variables
used in StabTrust are calculated based on the generic mecha-
nism of trust management proposed by [46], which consists of
four essential steps, i.e., Information gathering, Trust Compu-
tation, Trust Dissemination, and Update/maintenance of the
trust. The detail of subjective working of the StabTrust is
elaborated in section IV.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section II, briefly
presents the current literature study of clustering approaches.
Section III exhibits a detailed description of the proposed
StabTrust mechanism followed by sub-sections that explain
the requirements, the process of cluster formation, the com-
ponents and parameters of trust, trust development, and
trust threshold values among others. Section IV illustrates
the performance evaluation of the proposed mechanism and
Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
The composition of a cluster consists of vehicles contain-
ing some similar characteristics combined concurrently in
a group to create a cluster. Every cluster has its unique

CH that is selected on the basis of particular attributes.
The CH is responsible for controlling the entire cluster and
all tasks associated with communications. Several clustering
approaches have been proposed for VANET.

A. SECURESTABLE-CA
A clustering algorithm for VANET is proposed to provide
the security and stability on highways [47]. The proposed
study is mainly focused to improve the stability and decrease
the change in the vehicle status. The proposed mechanism
also proposes a novel approach for the selection of CH. The
primary assumption established in the proposed approach
is that the vehicle has the capability of LTE [48] and
802.11p [49], and is also equipped with the GPS [50]. The
formation of a cluster is initialized by a vehicle with the
transmission of a beacon message. This message includes a
unique ID, position, and speed of vehicle alongwith the accel-
eration and direction. When the beacon message is received,
the system starts analyzing the position and detects the range
of the vehicle.

The SecureStable-CA approach also utilizes the Highest-
Degree [51] and Blob algorithms [52] to formulate a cluster
of nearest nodes. The SecureSable-CA introduces a relative
mobility metric to provide stability, improve the CH lifetime,
and decrease the computation overhead of selecting a cluster.
To select a CH, the proposed approach first analyzes the speed
differences and acceleration of the vehicle, and applies the
relative mobility metric to finalize the selection of CH. The
significant contribution of the proposed scheme is the uti-
lization of relative mobility metric that provides stability and
decreases the computation overhead of selecting the cluster
head over and over again.

B. HYBRID-BBCA
A hybrid backbone-based clustering algorithm (Hybrid-
BBCA) [53] is proposed wherein vehicular mobility is used
to formulates a cluster. This approach formulates clusters
and then selects a leadership node having higher degree of
connectivity. After the leadership selection, the algorithm
selects a CH by examining the degree of connectivity among
the leadership nodes. To select a CH, an aggregate local
mobility (ALM) [54] is estimated based on diversity of its
relative fluidity. A node with least ALM is elected as a
CH that regulates all activities of the cluster. When a node
becomes a CH, it performs its responsibilities until the heads
of two clusters come in reach of each other. If two CHs are
in the range of each other, one of the CHs leaves the position
to merge two clusters. If the CH is away from the area of
a cluster or it neglects the cluster, then the leadership will
prefer to choose a new CH. If the cluster leadership has an
insufficient degree of connectivity, then nodes calculate the
degree of connectivity repeatedly and determine a fresh lead-
ership along with a CH. In the Hybrid-BBCA, the stability
of clusters is enhanced by the selection of leadership. The
leadership selection enables the cluster to reduce the cost
of computation. On the other side, the CH maintenance is
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declined in dense traffic conditions. Also, the acceleration
of vehicles is still a challenge because with high speed, the
CH endures limited time in a cluster.

C. MULTI-MBCA
A multi-metric-based clustering algorithm (Multi-MBCA)
[55] is proposed, which focuses on the selection of a suitable
CH. The matrices involve in the CH selection are neighboring
node, node lifetime, and stability. Neighbouring node matrix
is used to determine adjacent nodes. The Multi-MBCA finds
the neighbors of a node based on the transmission range
and makes a matrix of these nodes. The node lifetime is
estimated based on the ratio of node drain rate and residual
energy [56]. The node stability is calculated with respect to
relative velocity [57]. The selection of CH is dependent on the
stability factor of a particular node. The stability of a node
is calculated based on the exchange of information among
nodes. Finally, all these matrices are processed to get the
normalized value. The normalized value of a matrix is further
combinedwith the nodeweight factor. A nodewithmaximum
weight factor is selected as a CH.

D. MOTHFLAME-CA
A moth flame based clustering algorithm [58] is proposed
for the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) [59]. The study tries to
improve the lifetime that in turn augment the stability of a
cluster along with the efficiency of the network. The working
of MothFlame-CA is as below:

• All vehicles are moving with a random direction and
speed with unique IDs.

• By utilizing the moth flame algorithm, the proposed
mechanism supposes that the moths can fly in each
direction, i.e., 1, 2 and 3 dimensions where the variable
is vehicle location in the space.

• With the help of moths flame, the positions and direc-
tions are the main factors that help to create the cluster
matrix and objective matrix to formulate a cluster.

E. PASSIVE-DCS
Another clustering algorithm, named Passive-DCS [60],
is proposed for VANET that uses the passive data distri-
bution approach to implement distributed systems. Initially,
the proposed approach executes the formation of a cluster by
determining neighboring nodes. The record of a neighboring
node is updated when a node broadcasts a synchronization
message to detect adjacent nodes. The CH is selected on the
basis of position and speed. Furthermore, each node has its
weight value, which is calculated by the degree difference
and average speed of the node. The selection of CH depends
upon the value of its weight. A node with maximum weight
becomes the CH and performs its responsibilities.

F. EVOAPPROACH-CLUSTERING
A stable and optimized algorithm for clustering has
been proposed that utilizes Evolutionary Game Theoretic

Clustering Approach (EvoApproach-Clustering) [61]. The
EvoApproach-Clustering begins by selecting a set of random
nodes and applies game theory [62] to them. After that,
the approach calculates the throughput of each node and
applies the cost as a function. The EvoApproach-Clustering
analyzes the throughput of members where a member with
maximum throughput becomes the CH. If a cluster consists
of minimum throughput, then every member of the cluster
checks their throughput stability to find a node with maxi-
mum throughput. The Lyapunov function [63] is used for the
equilibrium composition to provide better stability.

G. TRANS-CA
The transformed clustering algorithm (Trans-CA) [64] is
proposed as an extension to M-SCA. The algorithm uti-
lizes the advantages of clustering to obtain immediate deliv-
ery of emergency messages to reduce chain collisions. The
Trans-CA utilizes roadside scenarios of a highway. To create
a cluster, RSUs will generate a message that notifies a vehicle
about entering the highway.When the vehicle enters the high-
way, it gets involved in the cluster creation. To select a CH,
nodes share a message that includes necessary information to
measure the utility function. Then, the node sends a response
message back to a particular node carrying the weight of
a specific node. The node owning the least weight among
other nodes is elected as a CH. If a free node owns the least
weight, then it selects itself as a CH and generates a message
to request other nodes to join the cluster. To manage a cluster,
a safety distance is employed in themaintenance phase. If one
cluster enters in the area of another cluster, both CHs estimate
their relative and safety distance to merge the clusters. The
algorithm shows the extensive performance and reduces the
cost of re-clustering. The vulnerabilities of the Trans-CA
are that every node has to calculate the utility function and
update other nodes to form a cluster. Every time when a node
calculates and updates other nodes, it may increase the cost
and create the overhead. The simulation of the Trans-CA is
limited to the highway scenario, while the performance in
urban roadside and effectiveness in dense traffic situations are
still uncertain.

H. SCAIE CLUSTERING
The SCaIE [65] clustering algorithm is proposed that uses
vehicles’ behaviors to elect a CH. The algorithm selects a
backup CH to enhance the stability. The vehicle periodically
computes certain parameters to select the CH. The process
of calculating parameters consists of a combination of dif-
ferent matrices. To preserve stability, means relative speed
is allotted to every node. To provide stability, the algorithm
determines the backup CH. If the CH does not perform its
responsibilities or surrenders as a CH, then the backup CH
becomes the CH. The stability is essential due to the mobility
function in VANET. The strength of SCaIE is the selection of
the backup CH that helps nodes to stay in connection with the
head of a cluster. In VANET, a vehicle is moving at high speed
which leads to mobility issues. The proposed algorithm does
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not specify that what will happen if the backup CH leaves
before the main CH.

I. DYNAMIC-CA
The dynamic clustering algorithm (Dynamic-CA) [66] is
proposed for VANET based on agents. The formation of a
cluster begins by determining adjacent nodes. Nodes moving
in the same direction or those which are in the range of RSUs’
communications are selected as a single cluster. Next, the CH
selection is executed based on the weight factor and the
position of a neighboring node. The maintenance of cluster
depends upon three-factor, i.e., communication range of CH,
cluster members are not in the range of CH, and failure or
disconnection of a link. In the Dynamic-CA, agents are used
for sensing the situation of surroundings that perform certain
responsibilities to achieve dynamic clustering. These agents
include RSUs and vehicles which are further divided into
knowledge base, information propagation, and administer
agents.

J. AGGLOMERATIVE-BASED CLUSTERING
The Agglomerative approach [67] is proposed to select the
CH in VANET. The parameter of quality-of-service (QoS)
[68] is used to select the CH. The parameters used to for-
mulate a cluster involves direction and speed of nodes. The
size of a cluster depends upon the density of cluster. The
threshold value for the density of cluster is pre-defined based
on the ratio of end-to-end packet delivery. The agglomera-
tive approach provides an efficient CH selection mechanism.
However, the stability and security are still a major concern
of clustering with this approach.

K. AES-CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
The AES based clustering approach (AES-CA) [46] is pro-
posed for VANET based on density and moveability. The
AES-CA applies the AES technique to encrypt and decrypt
data. The formation of a cluster is based on the Euclidian
formula. If nodes are in the range of Euclidian distance [69],
then they become neighbors. These neighboring nodes are
used in the cluster formation on the basis of density. The
AES-CA utilizes the AES encryption and decryption mech-
anism, which consists of several steps. The AES encrypts
data by the expansion of a key and then XORs the bytes.
Furthermore, the AES performs different rounds in which the
algorithm substitutes the bytes, shifts the rows, and mixes the
columns. After that, it again adds another key and performs
certain steps. In the final step, the AES generates a key that
is used for the verification of a customer. This approach
provides security using AES, but the stability of a cluster is
still a significant challenge.

III. PROPOSED CLUSTERING APPROACH
Traditional approaches for clustering provide clusters with
a mechanism utilizing certain rules and parameters. How-
ever, none of the existing clustering algorithms provides
sufficient security. Furthermore, these approaches choose a

CH by neglecting the security aspect. The proposed stable
trust-based clustering approach (StabTrust) uses certain trust
parameters to choose a CH while maintaining the trust of
every node to formulate trustworthy clusters. In the StabTrust,
clusters are able to recognize malicious and compromised
nodes. In addition, it provides an effective mechanism to
select a trustworthy CH. The RSU will estimate the trust
of each node that helps to recognize and eliminate invalid
information generated by malicious nodes.

The calculation of the trust parameters is performed based
on the statistical model (numeric values ranging from 0.1 up
to 1.0) in which an RSU observes and specifies numeric
values based on the performance. The knowledge component
of trust consists of integrity and cooperativeness, where the
integrity parameter is co-related with the honesty component.
When a node enters into the VANET environment, the RSU
assigns the default trust value of 0.5 and enables a node
to connect with a distinct cluster. When a node joins the
cluster and interacts with others, then different neighboring
nodes provide feedback to the relevant RSU based on their
experience and RSUs will further refresh their trust values
for future propagation and aggregation. The cooperativeness
component is calculated based on the information provided
by a particular node when other neighboring nodes require
that information. The accurate and inaccurate information
furnished by a particular node plays an important role in the
calculation of cooperativeness. The calculation of reputation
components is the same as discussed previously, but the trust
evaluation of the experience is distinct from knowledge and
reputation. The experience components of trust are estimated
based on competence and end-to-end packet delivery and
assessed when a node acquires a significant status in a cluster,
i.e., CH or backup head. The competence parameter repre-
sents the capability of a node that how efficiently it com-
mands a cluster or how effectively it recognizes a malicious
activity and reports it to the RSU. Based on this information,
the RSU will assign an absolute degree of trust, which is
further used to calculate the trust by finding a summationwith
other trust parameters. The evaluation of subjective factors is
further divided into Algorithms # 1, 2, 3 that show the calcu-
lation of parameters utilized in the proposed mechanism.

The StabTrust is a centralized clustering algorithm where
the RSU is responsible for numerous computations, e.g.,
handling all clusters within the range, as shown in Figure 2.
The RSUs execute all functions in their ranges and formu-
late/calculate the degree of trust to choose a CH. The trust
components used in the StabTrust are knowledge, reputa-
tion, and experience. These parameters provide trustworthy
clustering and enable the formation of trustworthy robust
clusters to keep resilience towards compromised nodes and
VANET attacks. Figure 2 represents clustering with a pur-
ple oval shape wherein the number of cluster members are
indicated with black color; the backup head is depicted with
a green color and node members with blue color; the CH
communication with the infrastructure, i.e., V2I (Vehicle to
Infrastructure Communication) is represented by red color
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FIGURE 2. Stable trust-based clustering using RSU.

and UV communication with the infrastructure is shown by
blue color, respectively.

A. CLUSTER FORMULATION
The major requirements of StabTrust to formulate a cluster
are that every node must be IoT enabled so that they are able
to send, receive, and store information. All VANET nodes
must have a unique identity to assign the degree of trust. The
RSUs will identify, calculate, and assign the estimated trust
values using a unique ID.

In the formation of a cluster, an RSU acts as a central
authority to formulate, coordinate, and store information of
a cluster within its range. The cluster formation starts when
a UV (Unknown Vehicle) joins a road and sends a cluster
joining request to the nearest RSU. If the RSU finds adjacent
clusters, then it sends the information of the node to an
adjacent CH. The joining of a cluster is based on the direction
and connectivity level. If the RSU sends the information of
a node to the CH, the CH will send an invitation message
to the node for joining a cluster. If the node accepts the
invitation, then it will become a part of that particular cluster.
The process of cluster formation is shown in Algorithm 1.
If the RSU does not find any cluster, then it allows the node
to start clustering. The formation of cluster depends upon
the direction, connectivity level, and position of neighboring
nodes. The vehicles that have the same direction and are in
the range of that CH can join the cluster.

The cluster formulation begins when a new vehicle enters
and transmits requests to the nearest RSU. The RSU main-
tains a list of all newly joining vehicles. Equation 1 shows

the beginning process of generating a list of newly joining
nodes.

Nodes = N1,N2,N3, . . . ,Nn (1)

In this equation,Nodes represent the table of vehicles while
N represents a single vehicle, where 1,2,3,. . . ,n represent the
nth number of new vehicles that are generating request to join
the cluster.

Nodenew = Nodeun (2)

In the beginning, RSUs interact with the new vehicle and
label themwith UV until that particular node joins the cluster.
Equation 2 shows the labeling of new vehicle as a UV. In this
equation 2 the Nodenew represents the new vehicle that enters
into the network and Nodeun shows the labeling of new
vehicle as an unknown vehicle.

Nodeun H⇒ RSUjreq (3)

After labeling new vehicle as an unknown, the UV will
send the cluster a joining request through the nearest RSU.
In equation 3, Node represents the vehicle and un represent
an unknown vehicle request. Further, the jreq represents the
cluster joining request of a UV.

RSU H⇒ Nodedirun (4)

After receiving the joining request from the UV, the RSU
will proceed further by determining the direction of the vehi-
cle. Equation 4 elaborates the process of determining the
direction where Node is the vehicle that transmits requests,
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Algorithm 1 Cluster Formation
1: procedure CLUSTER FORMATION

INITIALIZATION(Nodenew)
2: Nodes = N1,N2,N3, . . . ,Nn
3: Nodenew = Nodeun
4: Nodeun H⇒ RSUjreq, RSU H⇒ Nodedirun
5: RSU H⇒ Nodeclun
6: RSU H⇒ (Nodeun→ ClustersNb)
7: RSU < notify > CH
8: CH H⇒ Invites[Nodeun]
9: if Nodeun < invites >== Yes then

10: Goto Step 14
11: else
12: Goto Step 04
13: procedure OBSERVATION CHECK(Nodeun)
14: Requiredobservation[k icnodeun + r

hb
nodeun + e

epd
nodeun ]

15: rkioc = k inode1···nth
16: rkcoc = kcnode1···nth
17: rrhoc = rhnode1···nth
18: rrboc = rbnode1···nth
19: recoc = ecnode1···nth , r

epd
oc = eepdnode1···nth

20: if (Requiredobservation = True) then
21: Continue;
22: else
23: IndirectTrustEvaluation;
24: procedure DIRECT TRUST EVALUATION(Nodeun)
25: T calc H⇒

[
k icnodeun , r

hb
nodeun , e

cepd
nodeun

]
26: k inodeun =

∑ [
k i1nodeun + k

i2
nodeun + . . .+ k innodeun

]
27: kcnodeun =

∑ [
kc1nodeun + k

c2
nodeun + . . .+ kcnnodeun

]
28:

∑1.0
0.0 k

ic
nodeun =

∑ [
k inodeun + k

c
nodeun

]
29: rhnodeun =

∑ [
rh1nodeun + r

h2
nodeun + . . .+ rhnnodeun

]
30: rbnodeun =

∑ [
rb1nodeun + r

b2
nodeun + . . .+ rbnnodeun

]
31:

∑1.0
0.0 r

hb
nodeun =

∑ [
khnodeun + k

b
nodeun

]
32: ecnodeun =

∑ [
ec1nodeun + e

c2
nodeun + . . .+ ecnnodeun

]
33: eepdnodeun =

∑ [
eepd1nodeun + e

epd2
nodeun + . . .+ eepdnnodeun

]
34:

∑1.0
0.0 e

cepd
nodeun =

∑ [
kcnodeun + k

epd
nodeun

]
35:

∑1.0
0.0 T

calc
nodeun =

∑ [
k icnodeun + r

hb
nodeun + e

cepd
nodeun

]
36: procedure TRUST FORMULATION(T absolute−trustNodeun )
37: RSU⇐⇒ T absolute−trustNodeun
38: T absolute−trustNodeun = T updatedNodeun
39: x = T oldNodeun + T

updated
Nodeun

40: procedure DECISION PHASE(Trustunnode)
41: if Tnodeun � Threshold then
42: accepted
43: end

un represents the unknown vehicle, and dir shows the direc-
tion of the UV.

RSU H⇒ Nodeclun (5)

When the RSU successfully determines the direction of
the UV, the RSU determines the connectivity level of that
particular node with the surrounding clusters. Equation 6
represents the process of evaluating the connectivity level in
which Node represent the vehicle and cl is the connectivity
level of that particular vehicle.

RSU H⇒ (Nodeun→ ClustersNb) (6)

After evaluating the direction and connectivity level,
the RSU proceeds further to find the clusters that are suitable
for that particular node. Equation 6 represents the procedure
of determining the neighbouring clusters in which Nodeun
is the unknown vehicle, Clusters represents the available
clusters in the range of RSU, and Nb is the nearby clusters
to the UV.

RSU < notify > CH (7)

CH H⇒ Invites[Nodeun] (8)

When the RSU gathers the information of all nearby clus-
ters, it generates a joining notification for all nearby clusters
and shares the information of UV with the CH. In equation 7,
the notify is the notification that is transmitted by RSUs
and CH is the cluster head that will receive the notification
of RSUs. After receiving the request, the CH will check
whether it is possible to include another vehicle or not. If it
possible to include another vehicle, then the CH will transmit
an invitation to that particular node. It is quite possible that
more than one CH will send the invitation, in this case it
depends on the vehicle to choose from them. After receiving
the invitation from the CH, the node can accept and reject that
invitation (see Equation 8).

Nodeun < invites >== Yes (9)

If a UV accepts the invitation of the CH, the CH will
notify the RSU to evaluate the degree of trust of the particular
unknown node. Equation 9 represents the acceptance of join-
ing invitation where Yes shows the acceptance of invitation
request. When the CH requests RSUs to evaluate the vehicle
degree of trust, the RSU first checks that the observation
required to evaluate the degree of trust is sufficient or not.
If the required observation is sufficient then the RSU pro-
ceeds further to evaluate direct trust otherwise the it evaluates
the indirect trust based on recommendations.

k icnodeun + r
hb
nodeun + e

cepd
nodeun (10)

Equation 10 represents the beginning of observation check
process, where RSU will check the observation of all trust
parameters. These parameters are explained in Section III-B.
In equation 10, node is the unknown vehicle, k represents
the knowledge component of trust, and i and c represent the
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knowledge sub-parameters, i.e., integrity and cooperativeness
observations. Further, r is the reputation component of trust
where h and b are the reputation sub-parameters to evalu-
ate trust, i.e., honesty and behavior. Moreover, e represents
the experience component of trust and c and epd are the
experience sub-parameters to evaluate the degree of trust,
i.e., competence and end-to-end packet delivery. The RSU
checks the observation of all trust components to start evalu-
ating the degree of trust. If any observation is not sufficient
for the evaluation, then the RSU will evaluate trust based on
recommendations.

rkioc = k inodeun (11)

After the initialization of observation check, the RSU
checks the observation of knowledge component of trust
and then its parameters. Equation 11 represents the observa-
tion check of integrity, which is a parameters of knowledge
component. In equation 11, r represents the RSU, oc shows
the observation check, and k and i are the knowledge and
integrity, respectively. On the right side, k represents knowl-
edge, node is the vehicle, and i showa the observation check
of integrity.

rkcoc = kcnodeun (12)

After the observation of integrity, the RSU checks the
observation of cooperativeness parameter of knowledge.
Equation 12 demonstrates the observation check of cooper-
ativeness, which is a parameter of knowledge component.
In equation 12, k and c represent the knowledge and cooper-
ativeness, respectively. On the right side, k represents knowl-
edge, node is the vehicle and c is the observation check of
cooperativeness.

rrhoc = rhnodeun (13)

When the observation check of knowledge and its param-
eters is completed, the RSU starts observing the reputation
component of trust and its relevant parameters. Equation 13
elaborates the observation check of honesty, which is a
parameter of reputation component. In this equation, r and
h represent the reputation and honesty, respectively. On the
right side, r represents reputation and h shows the observation
check of honesty.

rrboc = rbnodeun (14)

The RSU further checks the available observations of
the second significant parameter of reputation, i.e., the behav-
ior of vehicle. Equation 14 represents the observation check
of behavior, which is a parameter of reputation component.
In this equation, r and b represent the reputation and behavior,
respectively. On the right side, r represents reputation of the
node, i.e., vehicle, and b shows the observation check of
behavior.

recoc = ecnodeun (15)

When the observation check of knowledge and reputation
component of trust is completed, the RSU starts evaluat-
ing the available observations of the experience component,
which is the most significant component in the StabTrust
approach. Equation 15 represents the observation check of
competence of vehicle, which is a parameter of experience
component. In this equation, e and c are the experience
and competence, respectively. On the right side, e represents
experience and c is the observation check of competence.

reepdoc = eepdnodeun (16)

At last, RSU checks the required observation of end-to-end
packet delivery, which is the last parameter of the proposed
mechanism. Equation 16 shows the observation check of
competence of vehicle, which is a parameter of experience
component. In this equation, e and epd represent the expe-
rience and end-to-end packet delivery, respectively. On the
right side, c is the observation check of end-to-end packet
delivery.

Finally, the RSU evaluates the available observation about
a particular vehicle, which is sufficient to evaluate the degree
of trust. If the required information is sufficient, the RSU
starts evaluating direct trust by using the knowledge, rep-
utation, and experience components of trust. Otherwise,
the degree of trust is evaluated based on recommendations.
The procedure to evaluate direct trust of a particular vehicle
is illustrated in Section III-B.

B. TRUST PARAMETERS
Trust is the ability to analyze the behavior of another node
whether the node is secure or malicious to communicate with.
The idea of trust is essentially proposed for IoT [6] as an
alternative to the traditional methods because trust evaluation
involves considerable lightweight processes that will save the
energy consumption and provide low-processing capabilities
to nodes to secure themselves [70]. The idea of utilizing
knowledge, reputation, and experience is proposed by [71],
which shows the effectiveness of using these parameters.
In StabTrust, the evaluation of degree of trust is based on
three components of trust, i.e., knowledge, reputation, and
experience. In Algorithm 1, the process of evaluation begins
by the identification of a vehicle and then RSU comes to
play its responsibilities by involving CHs to invite vehicles to
join the cluster. When a vehicle accepts the invitation request,
the CH requests the RSU to begin the evaluation of trust. The
RSU initializes the process of trust evaluation by checking the
required observation of that particular vehicle, as explained
in Section III-A. If the required observation is available,
the RSU starts evaluating direct trust, which is elaborated in
this section.

T calc H⇒
[
k icnodeun , r

hb
nodeun , e

cepd
nodeun

]
(17)

Equation 17 shows the trust evaluation initialization based
on numerous components of trust. The StabTrust evaluates
each component one-by-one and then utilizes the summation
function to formulate the absolute trust value. In equation 17,
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T represents trust, where calc is the calculation of trust.
In k icnodeun , k is the knowledge component of trust, nodeun
shows an unknown vehicle, and ic represents the integrity and
cooperativeness parameters of knowledge. Further, in rhbnodeun ,
r represent the reputation components of trust and hb shows
the honesty and behavior parameters of reputation. In ecepdnodeun ,
e represents the experience component of trust and c and
epd are the competence and end-to-end packet delivery,
respectively.

1) KNOWLEDGE
The RSU calculates the knowledge about nodes based on
integrity and cooperativeness. The integrity will allow to
identify whether a node is destructive or not. In addition,
it provides strength and makes secure clusters. In coop-
erativeness, the RSU estimates whether a node is socially
cooperative or not. If the node is socially cooperative,
then it will effectively coordinate the cluster. During direct
trust evaluation, the first component that is evaluated is
knowledge, which involves the evaluation of integrity and
cooperativeness.

k inodeun =
∑ [

k i1nodeun + k
i2
nodeun + . . .+ k innodeun

]
(18)

In the process of evaluating vehicles, the degree of trust
begins by the evaluation of integrity parameter that involves
numerous observations. Equation 18 shows the evaluation of
integrity in which k represents knowledge, i is the integrity,
and i1 + i2 + . . .+ in shows the number of observations that
the RSU has related to the integrity of a vehicle.

kcnodeun =
∑ [

kc1nodeun + k
c2
nodeun + . . .+ kcnnodeun

]
(19)

When the evaluation of integrity is completed, the RSU
starts evaluating the second parameter of knowledge,
i.e., cooperativeness. The cooperativeness parameter of trust
shows that the vehicle is cooperative that will enhance the
security of a cluster. Equation 19 represents the evaluation
of cooperativeness wherein k is the knowledge, c represents
cooperativeness, and c1 + c2 + . . . + cn shows numerous
observations that RSU utilizes to evaluate the cooperativeness
of a UV.

2) REPUTATION
Reputation determines the belief of a particular node for
analyzing the character of a specific vehicle. The reputation
is calculated based on honesty and behavior of a node. The
honesty examination indicates whether the node is honest
or not. In addition, it improves the scalability of a cluster
by recognizing malicious and compromised nodes. Behavior
helps a node to strengthen clusters by examining the behavior
of nodes towards others. After the evaluation of knowledge
component and their parameters, the RSU continues evaluat-
ing trust with the evaluation of reputation component and its
parameters.

rhnodeun =
∑ [

rh1nodeun + r
h2
nodeun + . . .+ rhnnodeun

]
(20)

The reputation component’s evaluation begins by evalu-
ating the honesty parameter of trust that can improve the
overall scalability of cluster. Equation 30 shows the process
of honesty evaluation in which r represent the reputation
component of trust and h1+h2+. . .+hn represents numerous
observations of honesty that the RSU utilizes to evaluate the
honesty of vehicles.

rbnodeun =
∑ [

rb1nodeun + r
b2
nodeun + . . .+ rbnnodeun

]
(21)

After evaluating the honesty parameter, the RSU calculates
the behavior of a vehicle, which is a significant parameter
because it ensures that a particular vehicle will not behave
malicious after getting the higher degree of trust. Equation 21
demonstrates the process of evaluating the behavior factor
of a vehicle. In this equation, r represent the reputation
component of trust and b1 + b2 + . . .+ bn represents several
observations of behavior that the RSU uses to evaluate the
honesty.

3) EXPERIENCE
The trust parameter experience strictly belongs to the past
event occurrence. The experience of one node among others
is calculated based on previous experiences. The parame-
ters to calculate experience are competence and end-to-end
packet delivery. The competence is used because it deter-
mines whether the node is competent in coordinating the
cluster or not. The competence property of trust is calculated
based on the previous information about a particular node.
The end-to-end packet delivery helps RSUs to calculate the
communication cost among nodes. This property of trust
provides a better clustering for the green IoT. The trust
component of experience is an extra layer towards providing
robust security to all clusters because it utilizes the previous
experience, which means that if a vehicle performs inefficient
after getting higher degree of trust, then a particular RSU will
easily identify that vehicle based on the previous experience.
The evaluation of experience component begins by evaluating
the competence parameter of trust.

ecnodeun =
∑ [

ec1nodeun + e
c2
nodeun + . . .+ ecnnodeun

]
(22)

The evaluation of experience component starts by the
evaluation of competence of a vehicle to check whether the
vehicle has the capability to perform the responsibilities by
joining the cluster or whether it has the capacity to take the
responsibilities of CH in case it gets selected. Equation 22
represents the evaluation process of competence of a vehicle
in which e represents the experience component of trust
and c1 + c2 + . . . + cn elaborates several observations of
competence that the RSU uses durind evaluation.

eepdnodeun =
∑ [

eepd1nodeun + e
epd2
nodeun + . . .+ eepdnnodeun

]
(23)

The last parameter that the RSU evaluates during perform-
ing direct trust computation is the end-to-end packet delivery.
This parameter is really significant because it helps to save the
energy consumption and improve the communication along
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with the performance, which is an utmost important factor
for green VANETs. Equation 23, represents the evaluation
process of end-to-end packet delivery of a vehicle wherein e
is the experience component of trust and epd1+ epd2+ . . .+

epdn represents the number of observations that the RSU had
previously have and utilized to evaluate the end-to-end packet
delivery.

C. CLUSTER FORMULATION TRUST DEVELOPMENT
The trust development allows RSUs to formulate the absolute
degree of trust. After the trust component evaluation, the RSU
gets six different values. The RSU starts formulating the
degree of trust one-by-one starting from the knowledge com-
ponent. To formulate the absolute trust value, the StabTrust
mechanism utilizes the summation function. During the clus-
ter formulation, the trust development phase first formulates
the parameters of knowledge component of trust, which is
represented by equation 24.

1.0∑
0.0

k icnodeun =
∑ [

k inodeun + k
c
nodeun

]
(24)

In equation 24,
∑1.0

0.0 represents the formulation of absolute
trust value ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. The kcnodeun represents
the evaluation of cooperativeness where k inodeun demonstrates
the trust evaluation of integrity. The trust development phase
combines both the distinct value and rank them from 0.0 to
1.0, as illustrated above.

1.0∑
0.0

rhbnodeun =
∑ [

rhnodeun + r
b
nodeun

]
(25)

In equation 25,
∑1.0

0.0 is the formulation of absolute trust
value ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. In this equation, rhnodeun rep-
resents the evaluation of honesty and rbnodeun shows the trust
evaluation of behavior. The trust development phase com-
bines both the distinct values.

1.0∑
0.0

ecepdnodeun =
∑ [

ecnodeun + e
epd
nodeun

]
(26)

In equation 26,
∑1.0

0.0 is the formulation of absolute trust
value ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. Here, ecnodeun represents the

evaluation of competence and eepdnodeun is the trust evaluation
of end-to-end packet delivery. The trust development phase
combines both the distinct values.

1.0∑
0.0

T calcnodeun =
∑ [

k icnodeun + r
hb
nodeun + e

cepd
nodeun

]
(27)

After developing the trust evaluation of knowledge, repu-
tation, and experience, the StabTrust mechanism then devel-
opes the overall trust formulation of all values. Equation 27
represents the overall trust formulation process, which for-
mulates the absolute degree of trust to compare it with the
threshold value. In this equation, T calcnodeun represents the trust
evaluation of an unknown node where T represents the trust.

On the right side, k icnodeun elaborates the parameters of knowl-
edge component, i.e., i for integrity and c for cooperativeness.
Furthermore, rhbnodeun shows the parameters of reputation com-
ponents, i.e., h shows honesty and b is used for the behavior
evaluation. Moreover, ecepdnodeun represents the parameters of
experience component, i.e., c shows the competence and epd
is used for the end-to-end packet delivery. The trust devel-
opment phase utlizes the summation function to rank all the
values between 0.0 and 1.0, and then compares it with the
threshold value. After the formulation of absolute trust value,
the StabTrust continues to make a decision about joining a
cluster.

After formulating the absolute trust value, the next phase
is to compare it with the threshold value. If the threshold
value is greater than the minimum degree of trust require-
ment, then vehicles are allowed to join a cluster, otherwise
the CH declines to accept them as members of the cluster.
The detailed description of the threshold value is illustrated
in Section III-D.

D. TRUST THRESHOLD VALUES
The threshold value is the minimum value that particular
vehicles require to join the cluster. When a New vehicle or
UV enters the VANET environment and transmits requests
for joining a cluster or start formulation clustering, the RSU
will assign the initial or default degree of trust as 0.5.

In StabTrust, the minimum trust value required to join the
cluster is 0.5 where the maximum trust value is 1.0 and the
trust degree is ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. The degree of trust
ranging from 0.0 to 0.4 is considered as no trust and a vehicle
will not get permission to join the cluster. The degree of trust
ranging from 0.5 to 0.7 is considered as the medium trust
and in this case, vehicles containing trust degree between
these are not to generate any request, message or to share
any data, but can only have the permission to receive the
messages or information. The trust degree ranging from 0.8 to
1.0 is considered as the superior trust and a vehicle containing
the trust degree between these ranges is considered as trust-
worthy and it gets the priority to become the main CH or a
backup CH.

As we discussed in Section III-C, after the formulation of
absolute degree of trust, the StabTrust then compares the trust
value with the threshold value, as presented in equation 28.
In this equation, threshold is the minimum value required to
join a cluster.

T calcnodeun > threshold (28)

If the trust degree of a vehicle is greater than the threshold
value, then the CH accepts the vehicle as a member of cluster
and it is allowed to communicate with other members of the
cluster.

E. CLUSTER-HEAD SELECTION
The significance of StabTrust is that it selects the CH based
on trust to achieve trustworthiness and provide a securemech-
anism for clustering. These trust parameters make clusters
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more secure and robust. Also, it helps to easily recognize
malicious and compromised nodes. Trust parameters are
based on knowledge, reputation, and experience, while the
indirect trust calculation is based on recommendations. These
direct and indirect trust parameters are explained below and
Algorithm 2 illustrates the process of a CH selection.

After the formulation of CH, the next process is to choose
the CH that will coordinate and manage the cluster members.
The process of selecting the CH begins by creating the list of
all members associated with that particular cluster.

RSU H⇒ Nodenith (29)

The RSU is responsible to gather the information of all
members of the cluster and create a list. Equation 29 shows
the process of creating the list of clustermembers inwhich the
ith and n represent the total number of members currently in
the cluster. After creating the list of cluster members, the RSU
checks the available observations of all members to evaluate
the degree of trust based on direct evaluation.

k icnode1···nth + r
hb
node1···nth + e

cepd
node1···nth

(30)

The RSU starts evaluation to know that whether the
required observation about the 1 . . . nth cluster is available
or not. The process of observation check begins by the com-
ponent of knowledge in which the RSU evaluates the obser-
vation of integrity and cooperativeness. In addition, the RSU
checks the parameters of other components, i.e., reputation
and experience. Equation 30 shows the observation check of
all components of trust where k represents the knowledge
component, node shows the vehicle members of cluster, and
1 · · · nth demonstrates the total number of existing mem-
bers. Further, r represents the reputation and hb elaborates
its parameters. i.e., honesty and behavior. At last, the RSU
checks the observation of experience component, which com-
prises the competence of vehicles and end-to-end packet
delivery. The complete description of evaluating the observa-
tion of each parameter is illustrated in Section III-A. More
specifically, equations 11 and 12 elucidate the observation
check of integrity and cooperativeness. Equations 13 and 14
clarify the observation check of honesty and behavior, while
15 and 16 represent the observation check of competence and
end-to-end packet delivery, respectively.

If the observation check of all members of clusters is
sufficient enough, then the RSU starts calculating the degree
of trust of each member based on direct observations. If the
observation related to any specific member of cluster is
not sufficient, then the RSU calculates the degree of trust
based on recommendations. The process of evaluating direct
trust is same as discussed earlier in Section III-B. However,
the only difference here in the CH selection process is the
number of nodes, which is more than one, therefore, we men-
tion the number of nodes with 1 . . . nth. In Section III-B,
equation 17 simplifies the beginning of direct trust evaluation
and equations 18 and 19 explain the evaluation of knowledge
parameters of trust. Further, equations 30 and 21 illustrate the
evaluation process of honesty and behavior. At last, the RSU

checks the experience components of all members of the
cluster and equations 22 and 23 explicate the process of
evaluating the competence and end-to-end packet delivery
parameter of experience. After evaluating all components of
trust, the next phase is to develop the absolute trust of all
members of the clusters.

F. CLUSTER HEAD TRUST DEVELOPMENT
The development of trust means to rank the trust values
according to the threshold value and formulate the absolute
trust value which the StabTrust can use further for decision
making. The process of trust development in StabTrust is the
same as discussed in Section III-C during the formulation of
cluster. However, in the CH selection, the number of vehicles
is not one and during the formulation, there is only single
unknown node.

1.0∑
0.0

T calcNode1···nth (31a)∑ [
k icnode1···nth + r

hb
node1···nth + e

cepd
node1···nth

]
(31b)

Equation 31a represent the left side and 31b shows the right
side of trust development process. In equation 31b, k ic1···nth
exhibits the parameters of knowledge component, i.e., i and
c represent the integrity and cooperativeness, respectively.
Moreover, rhbnode1···nth explains the parameters of reputation
components, i.e., h and b represent honesty and behavior, c
shows the evaluation of competence, and epd represents the
end-to-end packet delivery. In equation 31a,

∑1.0
0.0 defines the

development of absolute trust value ranging from 0.0 to 1.0.
Further, T calcnode1···nth

elaborates the evaluation of trust of cluster
members where T represents trust, node1...nth elucidate the
total number of members, and calc represents the absolute
calculation of trust.

After the development of trust of all nodes, the RSU com-
pares the absolute degree of trust with the threshold value
and the node with higher degree of trust gets selected as
a CH, while the other top three vehicles will get selected as
backup heads, which is illustrated in equation 32 that provides
stability to the cluster.

Backup1...3Heads = trust � Threshold (32)

In equation 32, the the left side indicates the selection of at
least three backup heads and any one of themwill get selected
as a CH when the existing head of a cluster leaves. The
selection of backup heads is done by comparing the degree
of trust with the threshold value and the vehicles with higher
degree of trust will get selected as backup heads.

G. MAINTENANCE OF CLUSTER
The objective of maintenance of a cluster is to provide sta-
bility to clusters. The stability occurs when the CH is unable
to perform the desired responsibilities or it leaves the cluster.
If the stability happens again and again, then the RSU or any
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Algorithm 2 Cluster Head Selection

1: procedure CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION(Neighbournodes)
2: RSUH⇒ Nodenith
3: Requiredobservation[k icnode1···nth + r

hb
node1···nth

+ eepdnode1···nth
] F Observation check of member vehicles

4: rkioc = k inode1···nth F Observation check of integrity
5: rkcoc = kcnode1···nth F Observation check of cooperativeness
6: rrhoc = rhnode1···nth F Observation check of honesty
7: rrboc = rbnode1···nth F Observation check of behaviour
8: recoc = ecnode1···nth F Observation check of competence

9: reepdoc = eepdnode1···nth
F Observation check of end-to-end packet delivery

10: if (Requiredobservation = True) then F Observation decision making
11: Continue;
12: else
13: IndirectTrustEvaluation;

F End of Observation Check
14: procedure CLTRUST EVALUATION(T calcNode1···nth

)

15: RSUH⇒
[
T calcNode1

+ T calcNode2
+ · · · + T calcNoden

]
F Cluster member trust evaluation

16: RSU⇐⇒ T calcNode1···nth
=

[
k icnode1···nth + r

hb
node1···nth

+ eepdnode1···nth

]
F Trust component evaluation

17: TcalcNode1···nth
⇐⇒ k inode1···nth =

[
k i1node1···nth + k

i2
node1···nth

+ · · · + k innode1···nth

]
F Integrity Evaluation

18: TcalcNode1···nth
⇐⇒ kcnode1···nth =

[
kc1node1···nth + k

c2
node1···nth

+ · · · + kcnnode1···nth

]
F Cooperativeness evaluation

19:
∑1.0

0.0 k
ic
node1···nth

=
∑ [

k inode1···nth + k
c
node1···nth

]
F Summation of knowledge component

20: TcalcNode1···nth
⇐⇒ rhnode1···nth =

[
rh1node1···nth + r

h2
node1···nth

+ · · · + rhnnode1···nth

]
F Honesty evaluation

21: TcalcNode1···nth
⇐⇒ rbnode1···nth =

[
rb1node1···nth + r

b2
node1···nth

+ · · · + rbnnode1···nth

]
F Behavior evaluation

22:
∑1.0

0.0 r
hb
node1···nth

=
∑ [

rhnode1···nth + r
b
node1···nth

]
F Summation of reputation trust component

23: TcalcNode1···nth
⇐⇒ ecnode1···nth =

[
rc1node1···nth + r

c2
node1···nth

+ · · · + rcnnode1···nth

]
F Competence evaluation

24: TcalcNode1···nth
⇐⇒ eepdnode1···nth

=

[
repd1node1···nth

+ repd2node1···nth
+ · · · + repdnnode1···nth

]
F end-to-end packet delivery evaluation

25:
∑1.0

0.0 e
cepd
node1···nth

=
∑ [

ecnode1···nth + e
epd
node1···nth

]
F Summation of experience component

26:
∑1.0

0.0 T
calc
Node1···nth

=
∑ [

k icnode1···nth + r
hb
node1···nth

+ ecepdnode1···nth

]
F Absolute trust formulation

F End of Trust Variable Calculations
27: procedure ABSOLUTE TRUST FORMULATION(Tabsolute−trustNode1···nth

) F Assigning absolute trust to members
28: RSU⇐⇒ T absolute−trustNode1···nth
29: Tabsolute−trustNode1···nth

= T updatedNode1···nth
30: x = T oldNode1···nth

+ T updatedNode1···nth
F Finding mean value

F End of Finding the Absolute Degree of Trust
31: procedure DECISION PHASE(clusterhead )
32: if Tnode1···nth � Threshold then F Trust value comparison of each node
33: Select nthnode as Cluster Head F Selection of cluster head
34: decline
35: RSU Backup1···3Heads = trust � Threshold F Selection of backup cluster head

36: exit

other centralized authority has to choose a new CH that raises
the cost of maintenance. To minimize this issue, StabTrust
chooses backup heads and assigns rankings to each head
for CH when the existing CH resigns. If the merging of
two processes occurs, then the RSU would also merge the
backup head. After the selection of CH, the RSU selects

the backup heads, as explained in equation 32. The RSU
prioritises these backup heads, thus, it is easy to choose the
new CH when the old CH leaves the cluster. The selection
of several backup heads makes the proposed mechanism
suitable for the green VANET because it reduces the energy
consumption.
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H. CLUSTER MERGING AND NON-MERGING
Clusters merging begins when two nodes acting as CHs enter
within a communication range of each other. Both CHs send
a merging request to the RSU for the execution of merging
process. The threshold value of nodes to join a single cluster is
predefined. The RSUwill not merge clusters if the merging of
two clusters exceeds the threshold value. The threshold value
of cluster merging in StabTrust is 10 except for the CH and
backup CH. In case the merging of two clusters exceeds this
value, the CHs are not allowed to merge the clusters and both
the CHs will continue to perform their responsibilities. If the
merging of two clusters does not exceed the threshold value
of cluster merging, then two CHs will merge both the clusters
and request the RSU to select a new CH. The RSU then
calculates the degree of trust of both CHs and choose the new
CH with higher degree of trust. The RSU may also merge the
backup heads and choose the minimum three backup heads
from both clusters. In a case, during the process of merging,
if any vehicle travels outside the communication range of the
current CH, then that vehicle will transmit a request to the
most imminent RSU to join the neighboring cluster. If there
is no neighboring cluster available, then the RSU will enable
the node to begin the formulation of the cluster.

I. RECOMMENDATIONS
This property of trust is used in a situation if the RSU does
not have any information to calculate the trust of a particular
node. Algorithm 3 elaborates the procedure of trust evalu-
ation based on recommendations. If a node is participating
in a cluster formation or CH selection and the RSU does
not have any past information about that particular node,
then it requests the adjacent RSUs to get recommendations.
The RSU uses these recommendations to carry out the trust
calculations of nodes.

RSU1→nth (33)

Algorithm 3 Recommendation-Based Trust Evaluation
1: procedure RECOMMENDATION

GATHERING(RSUrecommendations)
2: RSUH⇒ Nodenith
3:

∑1.0
0.0 r

RSU
i→nth = rrsu11→nth

+ rrsu21→nth
+ rrsun1→nth

4: procedure ABSOLUTE TRUST

FORMULATION(T absolute−trustNode1···nth
)

5: RSU⇐⇒ T absolute−trustNode
6: Tabsolute−trustNode1···nth = T updatedNode1···Nth
7: x = T oldNode1···nth

+ T updatedNode1···nth

8: procedure DECISION PHASE(Trust)
9: if Tnode1···nth � Threshold then

10: Assign Trust-value to particular nthnode
11: Block nthnode communication

Equation 33 signifies the recommendation gathering
request from neighbouring RSUs and the neighbouring

RSUs would provide their degree of trust related to a spe-
cific vehicle, and finally calculates trust based on these
recommendations.

1.0∑
0.0

rRSUi→nth = rrsu11→nth
+ rrsu21→nth

+ rrsun1→nth
(34)

Equation 34 denotes the recommendations received from
the neighboring RSU. The RSU ranks these recommenda-
tions and evaluates the absolute trust value from all rec-
ommendations received by using the summation function.
In this equation,

∑1.0
0.0 reveals the formulation of absolute

trust value that is ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. Further, r rep-
resents the recommendations, r1→nth shows several distinct
recommendations received from a particular RSU, and rsu1,
rsu2, and rsunth are RSUs that respond back and transmit
their recommendations towards the requested RSU. The RSU
then compares the absolute recommendation values with the
threshold value to decide whether a vehicle is allowed to join
the cluster or not.

J. TRUST PROPAGATION AND AGGREGATION
The StabTrust is a continuous process and RSUs calculate
the degree of trust continuously to attain accuracy. The trust
propagation and aggregation components are used to combine
the past values of trust with the updated ones. The StabTrust is
proposed for the IoT enabled vehicles where the past trust val-
ues about a node is stored in a specifically dedicated storage
with a unique identity of a vehicle. RSUs are allowed to fetch
that previous trust and perform propagation and aggregation.
The StabTrust is based on quantitative data and ranges of
trust value are between 0 and 1. In these ranges, 1 shows the
highest degree of trust, 0.5 signifies trust ignorance, and 0 is
the lowest degree of trust. The past values and the updated
ones are combined mutually to formulate an absolute degree
of trust to choose a trustworthy CH.

x = T oldNode1···nth + T
updated
Node1···nth

(35)

Equation 35 shows the aggregation of old trust value with
the updated one and finds the mean value from them to iden-
tify the absolute aggregate of both values. In this equation, x
denotes the finding of mean values, t indicates the trust, node
specifies a particular vehicle, 1 · · · nth exhibits the number of
old observation, while old and updated represent the old and
new trust computations.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed mechanism with
that of the existing protocol, we have utilized OMNet++
Simulator [72]. The proposed scheme is evaluated against
several significant challenges, i.e., average cluster member
and CH duration, stability convergence, control overhead
by speed and vehicle, throughput, and energy consumption
among several potential attacks. The comparison of StabTrust
is done with SecureStable-CA [47] and MothFlame-CA [58].
After the valuation of the components of trust, the StabTrust
ranks them between 0.0 to 1.0, as elaborated in Section III-D.
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FIGURE 3. Map of Islamabad Capital Territory in SUMO.

FIGURE 4. Average Cluster Duration.

We have integrated the simulation in Urban Mobility
(SUMO) [73] to evaluate the real word environment. In sim-
ulations, we have deployed 60 nodes randomly in the area
of 200 m2 and the medium access protocol is IEEE 802.11
[74]- a standard protocol with a transmission range of 8Mbps.
The rest of simulation parameters are illustrated in Table 1.
All the simulations were performed with numerous distinct
vehicles that enter a particular area of Islamabad capital
territory from different entry points and meet other vehicles,
as shown in Figure 3.

A. CLUSTER HEAD LIFETIME
The CH lifetime represents the period of a node to become
and leaves as a CH. When one CH leaves to perform as a CH,
the approach selects the new CH from the available nodes.
The time in which a cluster node becomes a CH and leaves the
cluster is called the cluster head lifetime. The cluster head’s
lifetime is a very significant aspect to examine the stability
of the mechanism because if a cluster head remains the head
of a particular cluster for a long interval of time, then it will
enhance the stability as well as reduce the computational cost
caused by performing numerous computations to select CHs
after a short span of time.

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.

FIGURE 5. Average Cluster Head Lifetime with N & R.

During the evaluation of the average head lifetime, we have
first analyzed the performance of the proposed mechanism
by using two variables, i.e., number of nodes n and trans-
mission range r. These two variables are really significant
to evaluate the stability of the proposed approach. When
n=100 and r=150, the performance of the MothFlame-CA
is significantly higher among others. The performance of the
SecureStable-CA mechanism is analyzed as effective when n
and r both are equal to 200. The performance of the StabTrust
will become better as the number of nodes and the transmis-
sion range increase. At n=600 and r=400, the cluster head
lifetime of the proposed scheme touches the higher duration
of 130 (sec) as compared to other approaches. Figure 5
depicts the simulation results of the proposed mechanism at
7 different comparative scenarios.

In VANETs, every node moving at a distinct speed and
implementing the stability to the clusters is remarkably chal-
lenging for the cluster approaches. To validate the stability
effectiveness of the StabTrust, we have chosen the variables
of speed limit v and transmission range r. We have examined
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FIGURE 6. Average Cluster Head Lifetime with R & V.

the stability of the cluster at diverse values of v and r, and the
results explicate that the performance of the proposed mech-
anism functions effectively and provides adequate stability
needed for the VANET environment. Figure 6 represents the
simulation results and shows the performance of StabTrust
in which at r=150, v=50 the proposed mechanism reaches
the higher stability level of 89 (sec). Similarly, at r=350,
v=140, and r=400, v=160, the StabTrust repeatedly per-
forms effectively and attains the stability level of 89 and 86,
respectively.

B. AVERAGE CLUSTER LIFETIME
The cluster lifetime describes the duration of a particular clus-
ter that is maintained for a specific period. The average cluster
lifetime is the total average time of all clusters. The cluster
lifetime is a significant aspect of VANET because formulat-
ing a cluster again and again increases the resources of energy
consumption that is not suitable for green VANET [75]–[77].
Further, if the average cluster head lifetime decreases,
it will directly affect the stability and may compro-
mise the security of VANETs and all participating
nodes that share and communicate with neighboring
nodes.

Figure 4 exhibits the average cluster lifetime of the total
cluster formulated during the simulation. The transmission
range of the nodes is 200 m, the transmission rate is 8 Mbps,
where the average number of nodes is 123, and the average
speed of vehicles varies between 45-55 m/sec. To validate
the stability of the proposed mechanism, it is significant to
evaluate the average cluster head duration along with the
average cluster head lifetime. During the evaluation of the
average cluster duration, we have analyzed that the perfor-
mance of StabTrust is significantly stable but at a minimum
velocity of 140 (m/s), its performance reduces with the low-
est cluster continuation of 210 (sec) and at the same time,
the SecureStable-CA average cluster time reaches 250 (sec).
The higher cluster duration of the proposed mechanism can
be analyzed at a minimum velocity of 120 (m/s) and the
duration of the cluster at a particular time is 300 (sec), which
is more eminent cluster duration time in the whole evaluation
of cluster duration.

FIGURE 7. Control Overhead.

C. CONTROL OVERHEAD
The control overhead refers to the ratio of packets transmitted
to the cumulative numbers of packets delivered or distributed
among nodes/vehicles. The parameter of control overhead
illustrates the performance of the clustering approaches.
Figure 7 represents the comparative performance of cluster-
ing approaches between the number of nodes and control
overhead.

The simulation among clustering approaches explicates
that the performance of StabTrust is significantly more
reliable and constantly improved as compared to other
approaches. Figure 7 clearly shows that the StabTrust per-
formance to control the overhead is really stable. The packet
size that is transmitted from one node to another or any
node that broadcasts a message is shown vertically. More-
over, the minimum size of the packet is 0.0 at time inter-
val 0, which gradually increases with the passage of time.
In comparison to other approaches, StabTrust successfully
transmits the incoming traffic from the nodes and handles
the overhead at time interval 18 (minute). In addition, at a
time interval of 80 minutes, the proposed scheme loses the
packet data shown in the figure by declining line. In com-
parison, MothFlame-CA encounters difficulties in delivering
a packet and restraining the overhead, as shown in the fig-
ure by continuously fluctuating lines. The SeccureStable-CA
performance, at the beginning from time interval 10 up to
34 (minutes), is remarkably efficient, but it is inadequate
to control the overhead within the time interim of 60 up
to 71 (minutes).

D. AVERAGE THROUGHPUT
Throughput is another performance measurement that refers
to the rate of total packets transmitted successfully in a par-
ticular time frame. The comparative outcome of the simula-
tion is illustrated in Figure 8, which shows that the perfor-
mance of StabTrust is much more reliable as compared to
SecureStable-CA and MothFlame-CA, as it achieves higher
value of average throughput.

In contrast, to evaluate the control overhead, the evaluation
of throughput is also a significant perspective to analyze the
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FIGURE 8. Throughput.

FIGURE 9. StabTrust Performance Against Sybil Attack.

efficiency of delivering transmitted packets to destinations.
The simulation result in Figure 8 exhibits the continuous
raising graph of StabTrust that validates its effective per-
formance. In addition, it also indicates the packet delivery
performance of SecureStable-CA, which is remarkable. The
simulation result of MothFlame-CA represents fluctuation
between the time internal 2 up to 9 (minutes), which shows
that the mechanism faces difficulty while delivering a trans-
mitted packet.

E. SYBIL ATTACK DETECTION
StableTrust is proposed to maintain the required security in
VANET that has been significantly ignored over a decade and
the focus of research stays towards the performance of the
clustering. Security in VANET is a significant aspect and to
achieve the maximum performance, it is essential to provide
robust security. To validate the performance of StabTrust. it is
evaluated against one of the most severe Sybil attacks. This
attack is considered as the most notable security intimidation
to VANETs in which a particular malicious node acts as a
multiple identities to obtain specific advantage and generate
misleading information among nodes that can cause serious
quandaries.

The performance of StabTrust is evaluated, which is
depicted in Figure 9. The parameters used in the StabTrust

FIGURE 10. StabTrust Performance Against Warm-hole Attack Detection.

to provide security have performed really competently and
successfully detected the Sybil attack. Furthermore, the mali-
cious node is unable to gain higher trust values as compare
to other approaches in which malicious nodes gain higher
degree of trust over a specific period of time.

F. WARM-HOLE ATTACK
It is a novel security intimidation to vehicles in VANETs
where a pair of nodes formulates a tunnel to transmit infor-
mation packets from one end of the network to the other.
The worm-hole attack can interrupt operations of multicast
and broadcast messages. The experimental setup to simu-
late the Worm-hole attack are as follows: The total number
of nodes = 40, transmission range = 350 m, transmission
rate = 8 Mbps, default trust values = 0.5, and the size of
packet is between 45-50 bytes.

The performance of StabTrust is evaluated against the
security threat attack, where Figure 10 shows the perfor-
mance of the proposed approach. The StabTrust successfully
detects the Worm-hole attack and estimates the lower degree
of trust that can help other nodes to easily identify malicious
nodes with a lower degree of trust.

G. ENERGY CONSUMPTION
The efficient utilization of energy resources is vital for
greenVANETs. The reason behind implementing the stability
is to diminish energy consumption and further to reduce the
computational cost. To accomplish both factors, the evalu-
ation of energy consumption is quite important. The vital
amount of energy is consumed when nodes transmit data
packets during V2V or V2I communications.

Figure 11 illustrates an average amount of energy con-
sumed by the clustering mechanisms along with the pro-
posed mechanism during the whole simulations. The energy
consumption is represented by the energy unit, Joule. The
simulation result clearly shows that the energy consumption
of StabTrust in comparison with others is more limited and
the SecureStable-CA consumes the highest amount of energy.
The less consumption of energy represents that the StabTrust
mechanism is suitable for those nodes that have less capa-
bility of storing energy and do not have enough ability to
perform the computation over and over again.
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FIGURE 11. Energy Consumption Comparison of StabTrust.

V. CONCLUSION
Several clustering algorithms for VANETs have been pro-
posed, where all of them have some advantages and dis-
advantages. The majority of existing approaches focuses
only on the formation of clusters and selection of CH by
neglecting security aspects. Furthermore, the current cluster-
ing approaches use parameters like relative velocity, ALM,
Euclidean distance, weight factor, etc. to choose a CH. These
parameters may allow clusters to select a CH but do not pro-
vide a secure mechanism to formulate trustworthy clusters.
None of the existing clustering approaches addresses this
issue and lacks in formulating trustworthy clusters. In this
paper, a StabTrust clustering approach is proposed to address
these security issues. StabTrust provides an approach to for-
mulate trustworthy and secure clusters. In addition, it utilizes
knowledge, reputation, and experience components of trust to
maintain the degree of trust among nodes of a cluster. Also,
a node with supreme trust is elected as a CH, which enhances
trust among nodes to believe on an information generated by a
node. The experimental simulations validate the performance
of StabTrust against significant security threats while main-
taining lower energy consumption. Moreover, the proposed
work is further enhanced by using certain rules along with
the trust parameters to propose a hybrid clustering approach
that combines QoS and trust-based security at the same time.
In addition, it is significant to evaluate the stability of the
proposed work by comparing the cluster member with the
cluster size. The StabTrust can also be further extended to
develop bidirectional clustering approach for VANETs.
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